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ABSTRACT

MapReduce query processing systems translate a query
statement into a query plan, consisting of a set of MapRe-
duce jobs to be executed in distributed machines. Dur-
ing query translation, these query systems uniformly al-
locate computing resources to each job by delegating
the same tuning to the entire query plan. However,
jobs may implement their own collection of operators,
which lead to different usage of computing resources.
In this paper we propose an adaptive tuning mecha-
nism that enables setting specific resources to each job
within a query plan. Our adaptive mechanism relies
on a data structure that maps jobs to tuning codes by
analyzing source code and log files. This adaptive mech-
anism allows delegating specific resources to the query
plan at runtime as the data structure hosts specific pre-
computed tuning codes.

1. INTRODUCTION
MapReduce query processing systems, such as Hive [1]

and Shark [5], translate SQL-like queries into a set of
jobs (i.e., query plan), where each job is a complete
MapReduce program consisting of a reference to its in-
put data, its tuning knobs, and a collection of opera-
tors (e.g., Join, Filter). During query translation, the
MapReduce query processing systems allocate comput-
ing resources uniformly to each job by delegating the
same tuning for the entire query plan. However, each
job within the query plan has a different collection of
operators that lead to a different resource usage.

Like relational database systems, performance can be
improved by choosing the correct tuning values, which
can be set by users into the query source code (simi-
lar to SQL hints) or in central configuration files. Set-
ting the suitable values is a difficult task for users due
to the number of variables involved [2]. However, the
same tuning is propagated across the entire query plan,
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Figure 1: MapReduce query tuning mechanism.

which uniformly allocates computing resources to each
job (i.e., uniform tuning). Figure 1a illustrates a query
plan with three jobs j1, j2, and j3 receiving the same
tuning θ1. This uniform tuning approach is carried out
by the current tuning techniques [2]. Our objective is to
present an adaptive query processing mechanism, where
each job receives specific tuning (see Figure 1b).

2. ADAPTIVE QUERY PROCESSING
Our hypothesis is that jobs from the same query plan

have different usage of computing resources when they
implement a different collection of operators. Thus,
adaptive tuning must be applied to delegate specific
computing resources to each job. To illustrate the load
fluctuation, Figure 2 depicts the disk consumption of
the jobs from the TPC-H 1 query #16. In this paper
we propose an adaptive query mechanism in order to set
specific resources to each job. Our mechanism is defined
in three main components: (1) Instantaneous Tuner, (2)
Workload Monitor, and (3) Tuning Discoverer.

2.1 Instantaneous Tuner
The Instantaneous tuner is a component that enables

intra-query adaptivity by setting specific tuning for each
job of a query plan. It is based on a hash index where
the key κi is a representation of a job in the form of a
bitmap, and the value is the set of tuning knobs repre-
sented by θi. Once a job gets a key, it is automatically
mapped to the related tuning knobs. We assume that
different jobs have similar resource consumption if they
implement equivalent collection of operators. To al-
low comparison for equivalence, the Instantaneous tuner
reads the source-code of each job in order to compute its
hash key. The key is represented as a bitmap κ with a
bit switched on if the operator is used by the job, or off
otherwise. Let τ be the query operators and the domain
of τ be {op1, . . . , opm}. A key κ is a one-to-one mapping

1www.tpc.org
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Figure 2: Disk consumption per job from TPC-H query
16.

(M : τ → {< b1, . . . , b|τ | > |bi ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . , |τ |}).
Suppose that the job j0 implements only τ0 = {Join}
and |τ | = 5. A possible key is κ0 = {00001} with the bit
for the Join operator switched on. The size of |τ | rep-
resents the number of query operators kept by our hash
index and increments as the programs are parsed. The
size of |τ | varies because the API of the query systems
are evolving and new operators can be automatically
mapped without further definitions. It suffices to ap-
pend 0 to each key to map a new operator to the hash
index and increment |τ |. Future work includes enhanc-
ing our adaptive tuning mechanism by computing the
bitmap key for jobs from different query languages, and
hosting tuning knobs for different databases.

2.2 Workload Monitoring
The Workload Monitoring component traces the re-

source consumption of the jobs. The tracing information
is later used together with the execution log files from
the MapReduce environment (e.g., Hadoop) to feed the
unsupervised clustering algorithm. The algorithm gen-
erates clusters of jobs with similar resource consump-
tions to allow applying the same tuning θi. To map keys
to clusters, our tuning mechanism computes the occur-
rences of keys per cluster. The algorithm directly maps
keys to the cluster in which they appear the most. The
objective is reusing precomputed tuning setup in the up-
coming jobs. Once a new job gets its key, it is mapped
to a cluster and automatically receives the tuning setup
from such cluster. In this way the tuning mechanism
can reuse precomputed tuning and optimize queries up-
front the execution. Future work includes evaluating
different machine learning algorithms in order to im-
prove clustering.

2.3 Tuning Discoverer
The Tuning Discoverer component is responsible for

generating the appropriate tuning setup for each clus-
ter created by the Workload Monitor. The current ap-
proaches use heuristics [3] and simulation [4] to find the
best tuning setups. However, these techniques add a
considerable overhead to the entire process and are not
properly suitable for ad-hoc queries, since they need to
execute or simulate the query at least once. Future work
includes the generation of optimal tuning values. For
this generation we plan to explore linear regression and
heuristics.
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Figure 3: Execution time of TPC-H queries on Hive
with uniform and adaptive tuning methods.

3. EVALUATION
Through a series of comprehensive experimentations

on the TPC-H Benchmark for Hive, we demonstrate
that the tuning approach of the popular Apache Hive
query system is inefficient as it wastes computing re-
sources and increases query response time. For the uni-
form tuning, the tuning knobs were defined based on
the rules-of-thumbs in the central configuration files of
Hive and Hadoop. For the adaptive tuning we inter-
cepted each job before executing and inserted new tun-
ing knobs based on the rules-of-thumbs, executing each
job with specific tuning. During query execution we
collected CPU, memory, network, and disk information
using the SysStat2 tool. Figure 3 depicts 13 queries that
the adaptive tuning mechanism decreased the response
time. The adaptive tuning mechanism differs from ex-
isting ones by not creating job profiles or simulating
the execution, which is convenient for ad-hoc queries as
showed by the experiments.
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